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David Busch's Canon EOS Rebel T7i/800D Guide to Digital SLR Photography is your complete all-in-one comprehensive resource and reference for the Canon EOS Rebel T7i/800D, the first Canon camera to offer in-body five-axis image stabilization for
video capture. Aimed at photo enthusiasts seeking to improve their photographic skills, the T7i/800D is an affordable digital SLR with an impressive range of features, including including Wi-Fi communications to link your camera to your iOS or Android smart
device. With this book in hand, the camera is remarkably easy to master, too. Equipped with a 24-megapixel sensor, full HD movie-making, an accurate autofocus system, and a full range of semi-automatic modes, scene options, and creative filters, this
newest Rebel has everything you need to explore the world of photography. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px 'Times New Roman'} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px 'Times New Roman'; min-height: 15.0px} With clear howto steps and full-color illustrations, David Busch's Canon EOS Rebel T7i/800D Guide to Digital SLR Photography covers all the camera's capabilities in depth, from taking your first photos through advanced details of setup, exposure, lenses, lighting, and
more. Also included is a handy Canon Rebel T7i/800D "roadmap," an easy-to-use visual guide to the camera's features and controls. With best-selling author and mentor David Busch as your guide, you'll be in full creative control, whether you're shooting on
the job, as an advanced hobbyist, or are just out for fun. Start building your knowledge and confidence, while bringing your vision to light with the Canon EOS Rebel T7i/800D today.
A James Patterson Presents Novel From the #1 New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of the Stalking Jack the Ripper series comes a new blockbuster series... Two sisters.One brutal murder. A quest for vengeance that will unleash Hell itself...
And an intoxicating romance. Emilia and her twin sister Vittoria are streghe -- witches who live secretly among humans, avoiding notice and persecution. One night, Vittoria misses dinner service at the family's renowned Sicilian restaurant. Emilia soon finds
the body of her beloved twin...desecrated beyond belief. Devastated, Emilia sets out to find her sister's killer and to seek vengeance at any cost-even if it means using dark magic that's been long forbidden. Then Emilia meets Wrath, one of the Wickedprinces of Hell she has been warned against in tales since she was a child. Wrath claims to be on Emilia's side, tasked by his master with solving the series of women's murders on the island. But when it comes to the Wicked, nothing is as it seems...
The Renegades Trilogy continues, in this fiercely awaited second installment after the New York Times-bestselling Renegades by Marissa Meyer, author of the Lunar Chronicles. Now a New York Times Bestseller! Time is running out. Together, they can
save the world. But they each other’s worst nightmare. Nova’s double life is about to get a lot more complicated: As Insomnia, she is a full-fledged member of the Renegades, a syndicate of powerful and beloved superheroes. She works with Adrian’s patrol
unit to protect the weak and maintain order in Gatlon City. As Nightmare, she is an Anarchist - a group of of villains who are determined to destroy the Renegades. Nova wants vengeance against the so-called heroes who once failed her when she needed
them most. But as Nova, her feelings for Adrian are deepening, despite the fact that he is the son of her sworn enemies and, unbeknownst to Nova, he has some dangerous secrets of his own. In this second installment of the Renegades trilogy, Nova,
Adrian, and the rest of their crew – Ruby, Oscar, and Danna -- are faced with escalating crime in Gatlon City, while covert weapons and conflicting missions have Nova and Adrian questioning not only their beliefs about justice, but also the feelings they have
for each other. The line between good and evil has been blurred, but what's clear to them both is that too much power could mean the end of their city – and the world – as they know it.
David Busch's Sony Alpha a7 IV Guide to Digital Photography is the most comprehensive resource and reference for Sony’s long-awaited 33-megapixel full frame mirrorless camera. Capable of 10 frame-per-second bursts even at full resolution, the a7 IV is
fast enough for action photography, and its enhanced dynamic range delivers the image quality that the most demanding landscape or fine-art photographer requires. This camera’s remarkable low-light performance, fast sensor-based phase detect
autofocus (with real-time face and eye tracking in both still and movie modes), and improved 5-axis in-body image stabilization, the a7 IV has all the tools needed to take incredible images. This book will show you how to master those features as you explore
the world of digital photography and hone your creativity with your a7 IV. Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations, David Busch's Sony Alpha a7 IV Guide to Digital Photography covers every feature of this camera in depth, from taking your
first photos through advanced details of setup, exposure, lens selection, lighting, and more, and relates each feature to specific photographic techniques and situations. Also included is the handy camera "roadmap" chapter, an easy-to-use visual guide to the
camera's features and controls. Learn when to use every option and, more importantly, when not to use them, by following the author’s recommended settings for each menu entry. With best-selling photographer and mentor David Busch as your guide, you'll
quickly have full creative mastery of your camera’s capabilities, whether you're shooting on the job, as an advanced enthusiast exploring full frame photography for the first time, or are just out for fun. Start building your knowledge and confidence, while
bringing your vision to light with the Sony a7 IV.
The Simplified Beginner's Guide to Real-world Financial & Managerial Accounting for Students, Small Business Owners, and Finance Professionals
The Unofficial Quintessential Guide
Samsung Galaxy Tab 4 NOOK For Dummies
Nook HD Survival Guide: Step-by-Step User Guide for the Nook Tablet: Using Hidden Features, Downloading FREE eBooks, Buying Apps, Sending eMail, and Surfing the Web
A 4-Week Plan for a Longer, Better Life
David Busch's Nikon Z50 Guide to Digital Photography
"The perfect gift for any new bonsai owner, this charming, compact, beautifully photographed beginner's guide to bonsai from expert Jonas Dupuich covers all the basics to keep your bonsai alive and happy"-With the Web extending into every nook and cranny of modern life, there are plenty of folks out there who have data storage issues that need to be addressed-Ñbut no million-dollar budgets to do so. Luckily for them, there's MySQL. Offering Oracle-like power without the huge price tag, MySQL offers a
networked database that can be accessed in numerous ways-Ñall of which are described in this invaluable reference. In the clear, concise language readers have come to expect from this popular series, this Visual QuickStart Guide demonstrates how to interact with MySQL--both directly and through various
popular programming languages (for example, PHP, Perl, and Java). Step-by-step instructions, practical examples, plenty of screen shots, and loads of useful tips and tricks make learning MySQL a breeze, even for novice programmers. Focusing first on the underlying conceptsÑWhat are databases? What is
MySQL?--authorLarry Ullmanthen proceeds through installation, administration, database design, and more before tackling MySQL's use with various programming languages, database programming techniques, and utilities. Web developers, system administrators, programmers, and just about anybody who
uses databases will find themselves turning again and again to this essential guide.
David Busch's Nikon Z5 Guide to Digital Photography is your all-in-one comprehensive resource and reference for getting the most out of your Nikon Z5 mirrorless camera. Nikon’s most affordable full-frame mirrorless model boasts up-scale features, including dual memory card slots, five-axis image
stabilization for sharp images even when using slow shutter speeds, and an advanced hybrid autofocus system with face/eye detection and 273 AF points. The Z5’s 24MP sensor supports 4K and Full HD movie shooting, and an innovative Focus Shift mode that produces stunning deep-focus images. With this
book in hand, you’ll master all the camera’s impressive features, and fine tune your camera skills as develop your creativity taking great photographs with your new Z5.
Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations, David Busch's Nikon Z5 Guide to Digital Photography covers all the camera's capabilities in depth, from taking your first photos through advanced details of setup, exposure, lens selection, lighting, and more, and relates each feature to specific
photographic techniques and situations. Also included is the handy visual guide to the Z5, with close-up photos and descriptions of the camera's essential features and controls. Learn when to use each option and, more importantly, when not to use them, by following the author’s recommended settings for every
menu entry. With best-selling photographer and mentor David Busch as your guide, you'll quickly have full creative mastery of your camera’s capabilities, whether you're shooting on the job, as an advanced enthusiast, or are just out for fun. Start building your knowledge and confidence, while bringing your
vision to light with the Nikon Z5 today.
David Busch's Nikon Z6 Guide to Digital Photography is your all-in-one comprehensive resource and reference for the exciting and affordable Nikon Z6 compact mirrorless camera. This ground-breaking enthusiast camera is built around a 24.5 megapixel sensor, that offers excellent image quality and ISO speeds
from ISO 100-51200. The Z6 can be fitted with any of the new ultra-sharp S-series, Z-mount lenses, or mount a full line of Nikon’s existing F-mount lenses, with the optional FTZ adapter. Five-axis in-body image stabilization provides up to five stops of anti-shake performance so you can hand-hold the camera
at slower shutter speeds. With 273 phase-detect AF focus points, covering 90 percent of the frame, and the next-generation EXPEED 6 processing chip, the Z6 can shoot sports and action at up to 12 frames per second, with lightning fast focus. The Z6 can capture both 4K and Full HD movies, too. With this book
in hand, you’ll master all the camera’s impressive features, and fine tune your camera skills as develop your creativity taking great photographs with your new Z6.
Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations, David Busch's Nikon Z6 Guide to Digital Photography covers all the camera's capabilities in depth, from taking your first photos through advanced details of setup, exposure, lens selection, lighting, and more, and relates each feature to specific
photographic techniques and situations. Also included is the handy visual guide to the Z6, with close-up photos and descriptions of the camera's essential features and controls. Learn when to use each option and, more importantly, when not to use them, by following the author’s recommended settings for every
menu entry. With best-selling photographer and mentor David Busch as your guide, you'll quickly have full creative mastery of your camera’s capabilities, whether you're shooting on the job, as an advanced enthusiast, or are just out for fun. Start building your knowledge and confidence, while bringing your
vision to light with the Nikon Z6 today.
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David Busch's Nikon Z6 Guide to Digital Photography
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David Busch's Canon EOS Rebel SL2/200D Guide to Digital SLR Photography
A Complete Manual for Beginners and Seniors On How to Use iPhone 13, iPhone 13 Mini, iPhone 13 Pro, and iPhone 13 Pro Max
THE ULTIMATE BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO REAL ESTATE INVESTING IN THE POST-PANDEMIC ECONOMY INCLUDES 8 HOURS OF FREE ONLINE REAL ESTATE COURSES FROM THE AUTHOR + MULTIPLE FREE REAL ESTATE INVESTING TOOLS Do you want to know to create
passive income, build real long-term wealth, and achieve financial freedom all through real estate investing? Have you attended real estate ‘seminars’ with so-called ‘gurus’ only to leave with a hole in your pocket and still unsure of how to get started in real
estate investing? If so, look no further than Real Estate Investing QuickStart Guide, the most comprehensive, practical, beginner friendly Real Estate Investing book ever written. Real estate investing, often considered the number one creator of lasting wealth
in today’s economy can be started with significantly less money, less time, and less expertise than most people imagine. In Real Estate Investing QuickStart Guide, author, best-selling course instructor, licensed real estate broker, and consultant Symon He
lays out the simplest, most practical and most straightforward path for new investors eager to ink their first deals and start their journey to building a real estate empire. With over 300,000 students in nearly 180 countries, Symon knows exactly what new
investors need to get right, what they should avoid, and how they can protect themselves from risk while breaking into the real estate market on their own terms. Symon’s clear and casual writing style make the sometimes complicated world of real estate
investing infinitely more approachable and understandable.No matter how much money you think you need, how much time you think it takes, or if you think all the “good deals” have already been snapped up, Real Estate Investing QuickStart Guide will show
you that anyone can get started once they are armed with the knowledge contained in this book. Real Estate Investing QuickStart Guide Is Perfect For: - Complete newcomers to the world of real estate investing or anyone looking to create real, lasting wealth
through real estate investing - Existing real estate investors who are looking to expand their portfolios and learn new way to create wealth through real estate - Anyone who has struggled to find success in the past with complicated books or expensive real
estate programs and seminars Real Estate Investing QuickStart Guide Covers: - How to generate sustainable passive income through rental property investing - How to produce lasting profits through commercial real estate investing - How to complete profile
real estate wholesale deals with little to no money - How to successfully ‘flip' properties for quick & predictable profits - How to grow your income producing portfolio quickly with multifamily properties - How to create 100% hands-off income streams from
indirect real estate investments like REITs Real Estate Investing QuickStart Guide Will Teach You: - The Secrets of Profitable Deal Making—Where to Find Deals, How to Structure Your Deals, and How to Avoid Losses - The Inner Workings of the Residential,
Commercial, and Raw Land Real Estate Markets, Along with Which One Is Right for You - How to Use Leverage, Smart Financing Options, and Low Capital to Fund Your Growing Investments (No Math Skills Required) *LIFETIME ACCESS TO FREE REAL ESTATE
INVESTING DIGITAL ASSETS* - Valuation, terminal value, and rental comparison worksheets - Advanced Rental Income Analyzer, Wholesaling Deal Analyzer, Symon’s Exclusive Fix & FlipProperty Analyzer, and more! *GIVING BACK* ClydeBank Media proudly
supports the nonprofit AdoptAClassroom
Do you want to learn how to navigate your new iPhone 13, iPhone 13 Mini, iPhone 13 Pro, and iPhone 13 Pro Max? Would you want to learn about every exciting new feature on the new iPhone with hacks, tips and tricks? Then this iPhone 13 Pro Max 5G User
Guide Book is perfect for you. The iPhone 13 smartphone models are unarguably one the best smartphones in the market today, with a great deal of exceptional capabilities and first-class features. This book encompasses all you need to know about the
iPhone 13, iPhone 13 Mini, iPhone 13 Pro, iPhone 13 Pro Max, its accessories, and more. This book goes beyond the technical know-how of your iPhone to guide you through new iPhone 13 devices and iOS 15 operating system. In this guide, you will: Learn
about the fine features of the iPhone 13, iPhone 13 Mini, iPhone 13 Pro, and iPhone 13 Pro Max. Discover how to use your new phone to its fullest potential. Find out everything you need to know about the new iOS 15. Learn how to setup your new iPhone.
Learn how to transfer contents from a previous iPhone, a Mac or an Android smartphone. Discover all you need to know about the iPhone 13 Pro camera, and how to navigate it. And so much more. This book is your go-to guide for a comprehensive overview on
how to use the new iPhone 13 devices. Order Your Copy now and Start Navigating Through Your Phone Like a Pro.
Make the Most of Any B&N NOOK--Including NOOK HD, NOOK HD+, NOOK Simple Touch with GlowLight, or NOOK Reading Apps! Read books, play media, get free content, and uncover powerful, little-known features you’ll love! Do all this, and much more...
Sample B&N content for free before you buy it Mark up your NOOK Books with highlights, annotations, and bookmarks Buy, rent, or stream popular HD movies and TV shows Create up to six NOOK Profiles on your NOOK HD or NOOK HD+--one for every member
of the family Listen to music, podcasts, and audiobooks with the NOOK Music Player Read full-color comics, graphic novels, and magazines Lend and borrow books with B&N’s LendMe Read your NOOK Books on your smartphone, tablet, or home computer Make
scrapbooks from catalogs and magazines for later reference Share your reading status, recommendations, and ratings on Facebook, Twitter, or BN.com Manage your content with My NOOK or powerful third-party Calibre software Create personal NOOK
wallpapers and screensavers Browse the web more efficiently with your NOOK HD+ or NOOK HD Explore one of the largest collections of interactive books for kids Use PubIt! to publish and sell your own ebook at BN.com
David Busch’s Sony Alpha a6300/ILCE-6300 Guide to Digital Photography is the most comprehensive reference and guide book available for Sony’s advanced APS-C mirrorless camera. This eagerly-anticipated enthusiast/professional digital camera features a
new 24 megapixel sensor with 425 embedded phase-detect pixels for lightning-fast autofocus at up to 11 frames per second. With an electronic shutter that provides a silent shooting option, stunning 4K/UHD video capabilities, and ISO sensitivities up to ISO
51,200, the a6300/ILCE-6300 is a versatile digital camera that’s simple to use, yet boasts features demanded by the most avid photo buff. With this book in hand, you will discover all the capabilities of the Sony Alpha a6300/ILCE-6300 as you explore the world
of digital photography, develop your creativity, and capture the best photographs you’ve ever taken. Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations, David Busch’s Sony Alpha a6300/ILCE-6300 Guide to Digital Photography describes every feature
of this sophisticated camera in depth, from taking your first photos through advanced details of setup, exposure, lens selection, lighting, and more. It relates each feature to specific photographic techniques and situations. Also included is the handy camera
“roadmap,” an easy-to-use visual guide to the a6300/ILCE-6300’s features and controls. Learn when to use every option and, more importantly, when not to use them, by following the author’s recommended settings for every menu entry. With best-selling
photographer and mentor David Busch as your guide, you’ll quickly have full creative mastery of your camera’s capabilities, whether you’re shooting on the job, taking pictures as an advanced enthusiast pushing the limits of your imagination, or are just out
for fun. Start building your knowledge and confidence, while bringing your vision to light with the Sony Alpha a6300/ILCE-6300.
iPhone 13 Pro Max 5G User Guide
The Reproductive System
A Longmire Mystery
Use and Management of Electronic Books
An Easy Guide to Caring for Your Bonsai Tree
NOOK Tablet: The Missing Manual
Wompler's Walking Babies once put Millford, Utah, on the map. But they aren't selling like they used to. In fact, they aren't selling at all and the only alternative to winding the company up is to tap the government for a research grant. And so Wompler Research Laboratories and Project 32 come into being. The plan is to produce
self-replicating mechanisms; identical cells equipped to repair intracellular breakdowns, convert power from their environment and create new cells. But suddenly the nondescript grey metal boxes start crawling about the laboratory, feeding voraciously on any metal... and multiplying at an alarming rate.
Explains how to use the NOOK HD and HD+ tablets, detailing how to manage books, download applications, browse the Internet, connect with others via social networks, and subscribe to magazines and newspapers.
Learn how to get the most out of the all-new NOOK GlowLight, NOOK HD, NOOK HD+, NOOK Simple Touch, and the NOOK Reading App! Read books, watch movies, play games, and discover all the features you’ll love! Do all this, and much more... Sample B&N content for free before you buy it Mark up your NOOK
Books with highlights, annotations, and bookmarks Buy, rent, or stream popular HD movies and TV shows Create up to six NOOK Profiles on your NOOK HD or NOOK HD+--one for every member of the family Listen to music, podcasts, and audiobooks Read full-color comics, graphic novels, and magazines Lend and borrow
books with B&N’s LendMe Read your NOOK Books on your smartphone, tablet, or home computer Make scrapbooks from catalogs and magazines for later reference Share your reading status, recommendations, and ratings on Facebook, Twitter, or BN.com Manage your content with My NOOK or powerful third-party Calibre
software Create personal NOOK wallpapers and screensavers Browse the web more efficiently with your NOOK HD+ or NOOK HD Explore one of the largest collections of interactive books for kids Use NOOK Press to publish and sell your own ebook at BN.com
E-book content, devices, and services have created challenges for libraries-- as well as opportunities. Because the e-book playing field is constantly changing, any predictions are, at best, tenuous. Librarians must be resilient in order to manage-- and not be managed by-- e-books and their progenies.
David Busch’s Sony Alpha a7R II/a7 II Guide to Digital Photography
Nook Tablet Survival Guide
An Obvious Fact
David Busch's Nikon Z5 Guide to Digital Photography
An Unofficial Guide: Everything You Need to Know about the Samsung Galaxy Tab 4 NOOK, NOOK GlowLight, and NOOK Reading Apps
No Shelf Required 2

In this companion to the number one New York Times bestseller The Blue Zones Kitchen, Dan Buettner offers a four-week guide and year-long sustainability program to jump-start your journey to better health, happiness, less stress, and a longer life. Get started on the path to a longer, healthier, happier life
with this quick start to building your own Blue Zones lifestyle. Dan Buettner, founder of the Blue Zones and author of the New York Times number one best-selling Blue Zones Kitchen, offers the challenge of a lifetime: Build a foundation for better nutrition, more exercise, and a stronger social life that will
extend your lifetime by years. In this easy-to-implement guide, you'll start with the rules of the Blue Zones Challenge, including tips and tricks from the five Blue Zones--locations around the world where people consistently live to 100--advice for setting up a successful kitchen and pantry, and resources for
expanding you support network. Then, follow week-by-week prompts to Change your diet Increase your activity Update your living spaces Build your social life. After four weeks--and with the help of journaling tips and delicious recipes--you'll see results in your weight, your well-being, and your general
health. From there, follow the Blue Zones challenge through the rest of the year with an 11-month sustainability plan that will continue to encourage you and build upon the foundation you've already started. What you'll find is living to 100 is easy--it just takes following the Blue Zones way!
This book provides enthusiastic photographers with a wealth of information about the unique features of the Sony SLT-A77, an interchangeable-lens camera with an electronic viewfinder and a fixed, translucent mirror. The A77 differs from the current crop of DSLRs in its ability to use a phase detection
focusing system throughout the entire picture-taking process, for both still photographs and videos. This provides an immediacy and responsiveness when using burst shots and creating HD videos that is unavailable in any other camera. In this guide, authors Carol Roullard and Brian Matsumoto teach you
how to obtain exceptional photographs and videos as they cover everything from the basics of using the camera's automatic modes, to the more advanced aperture-priority, shutter-priority, program, and manual exposure modes. You'll also learn how best to take advantage of features such as the built-in
dynamic range adjustment, sweep panoramic, GPS, colorization modes, facial detection and recognition, multiple shot exposures, and HD video. The authors provide you with an opportunity to improve your skills even further by discussing how third-party software and accessories can improve Sony's
standard commands. You'll also learn about how the electronic viewfinder, fixed mirror, and Sony's novel shutter design improve the camera's utility for scientific photography through the microscope and telescope. Additional topics include: Advantages of the electronic viewfinder for previewing your
photographs Using the accessory Sony shoe-mount flash Advantages of using the JPEG file format Advantage of having a fixed mirror and electronic first curtain shutter Settings for using the camera on a microscope and telescope Using the older Minolta Maxxum lenses
Covers Samsung Galaxy Tab 4 NOOK, NOOK GlowLight, and NOOK Reading Apps Learn how to get the most out of the all-new Samsung Galaxy Tab 4 NOOK, NOOK GlowLight, and the NOOK Reading Apps! Read books, watch movies, play games, and discover all the features you’ll love! Do all this,
and much more... Sample B&N content for free before you buy it Mark up your NOOK Books with highlights, annotations, and bookmarks Buy, rent, or stream popular HD movies and TV shows Create up to six NOOK Profiles on your Samsung Galaxy Tab 4 NOOK--one for every member of the family
Listen to music, podcasts, and audiobooks Read full-color comics, graphic novels, and magazines Lend and borrow books with B&N’s LendMe Read your NOOK Books on your smartphone, tablet, or home computer Share your reading status, recommendations, and ratings on Facebook, Twitter, or BN.com
Manage your content with My NOOK or powerful third-party Calibre software Create personal NOOK wallpapers and screensavers Browse the web more efficiently with your Samsung Galaxy Tab 4 NOOK Explore one of the largest collections of interactive books for kids Take pictures and video Video or
instant message with your friends using Google Hangouts Use NOOK Press to publish and sell your own ebook at BN.com
Get the most out of your Samsung Galaxy Tab S2 NOOK! Have a new Samsung Galaxy Tab S2 NOOK, but don't know where to start? Samsung Galaxy Tab S2 NOOK For Dummies is your go-to guide to get up and running with this great device in no time! From powering on your device to personalizing it,
this easy-to-use resource provides everything you'll need to know to start using your Samsung Galaxy Tab S2 NOOK. You'll start with the basics, download and shop for e-books, browse the Web, watch video, listen to music, create your own e-books, and a whole lot more! Combine the power a Samsung
Android tablet with the Barnes and Noble NOOK apps, and you have access to everything you need! Find out how to adjust the lighting, change font sizes, and customize your device to be the perfect e-reader that fits all your needs. Get an overview of the Android tablet/e-book hybrid concept, along with a
guide to everything your new device can do Find out how to power up your tablet, use the touchscreen technology, setup wireless access, update your software, download e-books, and more Watch video from Netflix and Hulu, listen to music, create photo slideshows, and browse the Web Personalize your
NOOK with accessories and applications, share books with others, and interact with your device with the built-in microphone For those who want to learn the ins and outs of their new multi-use tablet and e-reader, Samsung Galaxy Tab S2 NOOK For Dummies is the place to start!
David Busch's Canon EOS Rebel T7i/800D Guide to Digital SLR Photography
Kingdom of the Wicked
David Busch’s Sony Alpha a6100/ILCE-6100 Guide to Digital Photography
Samsung Galaxy Tab S2 NOOK For Dummies
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The Sony SLT-A77
Annotation Covers Samsung Galaxy Tab 4 NOOK, NOOK GlowLight, and NOOK Reading AppsLearn how to get the most out of the all-new Samsung Galaxy Tab 4 NOOK, NOOK GlowLight, and the NOOK Reading Apps!Read books, watch movies,
play games, and discover all the features you'll love!Do all this, and much more ... Sample B & N content for free before you buy itMark up your NOOK Books with highlights, annotations, and bookmarksBuy, rent, or stream
popular HD movies and TV showsCreate up to six NOOK Profiles on your Samsung Galaxy Tab 4 NOOK--one for every member of the familyListen to music, podcasts, and audiobooksRead full-color comics, graphic novels, and
magazinesLend and borrow books with B & N's LendMeRead your NOOK Books on your smartphone, tablet, or home computerShare your reading status, recommendations, and ratings on Facebook, Twitter, or BN.comManage your content
with My NOOK or powerful third-party Calibre softwareCreate personal NOOK wallpapers and screensaversBrowse the web more efficiently with your Samsung Galaxy Tab 4 NOOKExplore one of the largest collections of interactive
books for kidsTake pictures and videoVideo or instant message with your friends using Google HangoutsUse NOOK Press to publish and sell your own ebook at BN.com.
Showcases the operating system's most recent upgrade, covering Web integration, Plug and Play, Internet Connection Wizard, and other tips for maximizing Windows 2000 Professional
Your guide to the new Samsung Galaxy Tab 4 NOOK Samsung Galaxy Tab 4 NOOK For Dummies provides you with all the information you need to get the most out of your NOOK tablet. You'll quickly get up to speed on the basics,
like using the touchscreen technology, setting up wireless access, and performing software updates. Then you'll get introduced to the fun stuff: downloading and shopping for e-books, using the built-in web browser,
streaming videos from Netflix, Hulu, and other sources, and creating cool slideshows of photos from your digital camera. If that's not enough to pique your interest, you'll find out how to use the Android-based
applications that come with the Samsung Galaxy Tab 4 NOOK, interact with the device using the built-in microphone, create your own e-books, archive your e-books, and so much more! Bringing together the absolute best of
two worlds, the Samsung Galaxy Tab 4 Nook is a co-branded e-reader tablet produced by Samsung and Barnes & Noble. By teaming up with a thriving hardware brand, the creators of the NOOK have been able to focus on
developing a more competitive device, giving you a better-performing and sleeker user-experience. With the help of this book, you'll get expert guidance on discovering everything this cool new tablet has to offer. Fourcolor design brings the information to life Offers clear instruction on navigating the touchscreen, browsing the web, and staying connected with email Covers the latest books, apps, magazines, and more Provides step-bystep guidance on streaming video, playing music, and reading e-books If you've just purchased this awesome new device and want to find out everything it can do for you, you'll find Samsung Galaxy Tab 4 NOOK For Dummies
out of this world.
David Busch’s Sony Alpha a6100/ILCE-6100 Guide to Digital Photography is your essential handbook for learning all the powerful – but easy to use -- features of Sony's most advanced entry-level APS-C mirrorless camera. Its
new LCD swivels to face forward, making the camera excellent for self-portraits, vlogging, and other applications. The a6100 features a 24 megapixel sensor with 425 embedded phase-detect pixels for lightning-fast
autofocus at up to 11 frames per second. With an electronic shutter that provides a silent shooting option, stunning 4K/UHD video capabilities, and new time-lapse photography features, the a6100/ILCE-6100 is a versatile
digital camera that has simple operation yet boasts all the features you need to take great photos. With this book in hand, you will discover all the capabilities of the Sony Alpha a6100/ILCE-6100 as you explore the world
of digital photography, develop your creativity, and capture the best photographs you’ve ever taken. Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations, David Busch’s Sony Alpha a6100/ILCE-6100 Guide to
Digital Photography describes every feature of this sophisticated camera in depth, from taking your first photos through advanced details of setup, exposure, lens selection, lighting, and more. It relates each feature to
specific photographic techniques and situations. Also included is the handy camera “roadmap,” an easy-to-use visual guide to the a6100/ILCE-6100’s features and controls. Learn when to use every option and, more
importantly, when not to use them, by following the author’s recommended settings for every menu entry. With best-selling photographer and mentor David Busch as your guide, you’ll quickly have full creative mastery of
your camera’s capabilities, whether you’re shooting on the job, taking pictures as an advanced enthusiast pushing the limits of your imagination, or are just out for fun. Start building your knowledge and confidence,
while bringing your vision to light with the Sony Alpha a6100/ILCE-6100.
The Blue Zones Challenge
The Simplified Beginner's Guide to SQL
Step-By-Step User Guide for the Nook Tablet: Using Hidden Features, Downloading Free Ebooks, Buying Apps, Sending Email, and Surfing the Web
David Busch's Nikon D5600 Guide to Digital SLR Photography
David Busch’s Sony Alpha a6300/ILCE-6300 Guide to Digital Photography
The Complete Idiot's Guide to Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional

Meet Josh Bauerle, reluctant accounting student turned super CPA and author of the Accounting QuickStart Guide, 3rd edition. This is the revolutionary book that expertly simplifies accounting
fundamentals. It's an invaluable resource for accounting students, business owners, bookkeepers, and other finance and recordkeeping professionals worldwide! Whether you are a business owner looking to
boost your bottom line or an accounting student looking to boost your grade, this book will prove indispensable on your journey to knowledge.Why do accounting students, business owners, and finance
professionals love this book so much? The Accounting QuickStart Guide smashes the myth that says accounting must be dry, dense, and difficult to learn. Josh Bauerle simplifies the core principles of
accounting with entertaining stories and examples as well as clarifying illustrations and practice problems-all of which combine to provide learners a path to fast and effective mastery of the material.
David Busch's Nikon Z7 II/Z6 II Guide to Digital Photography is your all-in-one comprehensive resource and reference for Nikon’s next-generation Z7 II and Z6 II mirrorless cameras. The company has
upgraded these compact cameras with the features most requested by enthusiasts, including two memory card slots, advanced autofocus features, and performance-enhancing dual EXPEED 6 processors. Serious
photographers can select the high-resolution 45.7 megapixel Z7 II, or opt for the higher continuous shooting rates and stellar low-light versatility of the 24 megapixel Z6 II. Both cameras offer
incredible image quality, especially when coupled with a burgeoning line of ultra-sharp S-series, Z-mount lenses. The affordable FTZ adapter allows you to use more than 300 different lenses in Nikon’s Fmount lineup, too. Five-axis in-body image stabilization provides up to five stops of anti-shake performance so you can hand-hold the camera at slower shutter speeds. An improved autofocus system with
human and animal eye/face detection offers lightning fast focus for stills and both 4K and Full HD movie-shooting. With this book in hand, you’ll master all these impressive features, and fine tune your
camera skills as develop your creativity taking great photographs with your new Z7 II or Z6 II.
Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations, David Busch's Nikon Z7 II/Z6 II Guide to Digital Photography covers the cameras’ capabilities in depth, from taking your first photos
through advanced details of setup, exposure, lens selection, lighting, and more, and relates each feature to specific photographic techniques and situations. Also included is the handy visual guide to
the Z7 II and Z6 II, with close-up photos and descriptions of the camera's essential features and controls. Learn when to use each option and, more importantly, when not to use them, by following the
author’s recommended settings for every menu entry. With best-selling photographer and mentor David Busch as your guide, you'll quickly have full creative mastery of your camera’s capabilities, whether
you're shooting on the job, as an advanced enthusiast, or are just out for fun. Start building your knowledge and confidence, while bringing your vision to light with the Nikon Z7 II or Z6 II today.
David Busch's Nikon D5600 Guide to Digital Photography is your all-in-one comprehensive resource and reference for the Nikon D5600 camera. This ultracompact and light weight Nikon digital SLR has new
SnapBridge wireless Bluetooth communication so you can use your iOS or Android device to control the camera. Nikon has also added an easy-to-use time-lapse feature to its impressive capabilities, which
include a swiveling touch screen LCD that makes taking photos or changing settings quick and easy. The D5600 captures 24-megapixel still images and 1080p 60 fps high-definition movies with stereo sound,
too. With this book in hand, you can fine tune your camera skills as you explore the world of digital photography, develop your creativity, and take great photographs with your D5600. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px
0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px 'Times New Roman'} Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations, David Busch's Nikon D5600 Guide to Digital Photography covers all the camera's features
in depth, from taking your first photos through advanced details of setup, exposure, lens selection, lighting, and more, and relates each feature to specific photographic techniques and situations. Also
included is the handy visual guide to the D5600, with close-up photos and descriptions of the camera's essential features and controls, including the versatile LCD touch screen. Learn when to use each
option and, more importantly, when not to use them, by following the author’s recommended settings for every menu entry. With best-selling photographer and mentor David Busch as your guide, you'll
quickly have full creative mastery of your camera’s capabilities, whether you're shooting on the job, as an advanced enthusiast, or are just out for fun. Start building your knowledge and confidence,
while bringing your vision to light with the Nikon D5600 today.
David Busch's Nikon Z7 Guide to Digital Photography is your all-in-one comprehensive resource and reference for the exciting Nikon Z7 compact mirrorless camera. This ground-breaking pro/enthusiast camera
is built around a 45.7 megapixel back-illuminated sensor, that offers incredible image quality, especially when coupled with a new line of ultra-sharp S-series, Z-mount lenses. The affordable FTZ adapter
allows you to use more than 300 different lenses in Nikon’s F-mount lineup, too. Five-axis in-body image stabilization provides up to five stops of anti-shake performance so you can hand-hold the camera
at slower shutter speeds. With 493 phase-detect AF focus points, covering 90 percent of the frame, and the next-generation EXPEED 6 processing chip, the Z7 offers lightning fast focus for stills and both
4K and Full HD movie-shooting. The stunning 3.7 megapixel Quad VGA electronic viewfinder presents a crystal-clear image as you shoot. With this book in hand, you’ll master all the camera’s impressive
features, and fine tune your camera skills as develop your creativity taking great photographs with your new Z7.
Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations, David Busch's Nikon Z7 Guide to Digital Photography covers all the camera's capabilities in depth, from taking your first photos through
advanced details of setup, exposure, lens selection, lighting, and more, and relates each feature to specific photographic techniques and situations. Also included is the handy visual guide to the Z7,
with close-up photos and descriptions of the camera's essential features and controls. Learn when to use each option and, more importantly, when not to use them, by following the author’s recommended
settings for every menu entry. With best-selling photographer and mentor David Busch as your guide, you'll quickly have full creative mastery of your camera’s capabilities, whether you're shooting on the
job, as an advanced enthusiast, or are just out for fun. Start building your knowledge and confidence, while bringing your vision to light with the Nikon Z7 today.
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David Busch's Sony Alpha a7 IV Guide to Digital Photography
An Unofficial Guide: Everything you need to know about the NOOK HD, NOOK HD+, NOOK SimpleTouch, and NOOK Reading Apps
David Busch's Nikon Z7 II/Z6 II Guide to Digital Photography
The Simplified Beginner’s Guide to Successfully Securing Financing, Closing Your First Deal, and Building Wealth Through Real Estate
Archenemies
The Little Book of Bonsai

The Nook Tablet Survival Guide is a handy reference tool for discovering the secrets of the Nook Tablet. This book organizes the wealth of knowledge about the Nook Tablet into one place. The organization within this book is
unlike any other, and it allows you to instantly find the information you seek. Looking for tips on changing the font size or highlighting passages? Navigate to the?Reading eBooks? chapter. Need more advanced tips, such as
capturing screenshots or accessing the SD card? Peruse the Tips, Tricks, and Customization chapter. You will also learn how to download FREE eBooks, sen.
David Busch's Nikon Z50 Guide to Digital Photography is your all-in-one comprehensive resource and reference for getting the most out of your Nikon Z50 mirrorless camera. Nikon’s first APS-C format mirrorless model is
compact, weighs just 14 ounces, and is very affordable, making it the perfect camera for budding photo enthusiasts. It’s built around a 21-megapixel sensor that offers excellent image quality and is sensitive enough for low
light shooting. With a 209-point phase-detect autofocus system covering more than 85 percent of the frame, the Z50 can shoot sports and action at up to 11 frames per second, with lightning fast focus. The Z50 can capture
both 4K and Full HD movies, too, and the flip-down rear LCD is ideal for selfies and vlogging. With this book in hand, you’ll master all the camera’s impressive features, and fine tune your camera skills as develop your
creativity taking great photographs with your new Z50.
Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations, David Busch's Nikon Z50 Guide to Digital Photography covers all the camera's capabilities in depth, from taking your first photos through advanced details of
setup, exposure, lens selection, lighting, and more, and relates each feature to specific photographic techniques and situations. Also included is the handy visual guide to the Z50, with close-up photos and descriptions of the
camera's essential features and controls. Learn when to use each option and, more importantly, when not to use them, by following the author’s recommended settings for every menu entry. With best-selling photographer
and mentor David Busch as your guide, you'll quickly have full creative mastery of your camera’s capabilities, whether you're shooting on the job, as an advanced enthusiast, or are just out for fun. Start building your
knowledge and confidence, while bringing your vision to light with the Nikon Z50 today.
Combine a world-class e-reader with a top-notch tablet—then add know-how from technology guru Preston Gralla—and you have the perfect recipe for portable entertainment. Packed with clear instructions and helpful
illustrations, this book gets you up to speed on the NOOK Tablet so you can enjoy ebooks, magazines, games, apps, TV shows, and movies right away. The important stuff you need to know: Relax with a book. Load your NOOK
library with ebooks, comics, and interactive books for kids. Play with apps. Enjoy the games and apps everyone’s talking about. Go online. Browse the Web and check your email with built-in WiFi. Be social. Share books and
recommendations with your NOOK Friends and Facebook and Twitter contacts. Take in a show. Watch movies and TV series, and listen to your favorite music anywhere. Read all about it. Subscribe to a variety of magazines
and newspapers.
David Busch's Sony a77 II Guide to Digital Photography is your all-in-one comprehensive Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations, this is your all-in-one comprehensive resource for the Sony a77 III,
written by best-selling author David Busch!resource and reference for the Sony a77 II camera. This advanced Sony model features a new autofocus sensor with an industry-leading 79 AF points, and lightning fast tracking. It
can capture 24-megapixel images at a blazing fast 12 fps or shoot 1080p high-definition movies with stereo sound. With this book in hand, you will explore the world of digital photography, develop your creativity, and take
great photographs with your a77 II. Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations, David Busch's Sony a77 II Guide to Digital Photography covers all the camera's features in depth, from taking your first photos
through advanced details of setup, exposure, lens selection, lighting, and more, and relates each feature to specific photographic techniques and situations. Also included is the handy a77 II "roadmap," an easy-to-use visual
guide to the camera's features and controls. Learn when to use each option and, more importantly, when not to use them, by following the author’s recommended settings for every menu entry. With best-selling photographer
and mentor David Busch as your guide, you'll quickly have full creative mastery of your camera’s capabilities, whether you're shooting on the job, as an advanced enthusiast, or are just out for fun. Start building your
knowledge and confidence, while bringing your vision to light with the Sony a77 II today.
David Busch’s Sony Alpha a77 II/ILCA-77M2 Guide to Digital Photography
David Busch’s Sony Alpha a6000/ILCE-6000 Guide to Digital Photography
Real Estate Investing QuickStart Guide
An Unofficial Guide
David Busch's Nikon Z7 Guide to Digital Photography
MySQL
You can do many things with NOOK HD right out of the box, but if you really want to get the most from your HD or HD+ tablet, start with this book. With clear instructions, full-color illustrations, and savvy advice from technology expert Preston Gralla, you’ll learn how to use
email and the Web, watch movies and shows, play games, listen to music, and enjoy your personal ebook library. The important stuff you need to know: Relax with a book. Load your NOOK library with ebooks, comics, and interactive books for kids. Play with apps. Enjoy the
games and apps everyone’s talking about. Go online. Browse the Web and check your email with built-in WiFi. Be social. Share books and recommendations with your NOOK Friends, and Facebook and Twitter contacts. Take in a show. Watch movies and TV series, and listen to
your favorite music anywhere. Read all about it. Subscribe to a variety of magazines and newspapers.
The Nook HD Survival Guide is a handy reference tool for discovering the secrets of the Nook HD. This book organizes the wealth of knowledge about the Nook HD into one place. The organization within this book is unlike any other, and it allows you to instantly find the
information you seek. Looking for tips on changing the font size or highlighting passages? Navigate to the "Reading eBooks" chapter. Need more advanced tips, such as capturing screenshots or accessing the SD card? Peruse the Tips, Tricks, and Customization chapter. You
will also learn how to download FREE eBooks, send email from your Nook HD, play pre-installed games, and read news for FREE. Unlike the official Nook HD user manual, the Nook HD Survival Guide is not written like a book in paragraph form. Instead, every instruction is
broken down into clear, concise steps. The Nook HD Survival Guide provides useful information not discussed in the Nook HD manual, such as tips and tricks, hidden features, and troubleshooting advice. This guide is constantly updated, going above and beyond by discussing
recent known issues and solutions. This Nook HD Guide includes: Getting Started: - Registering the Nook HD - Connecting the Nook HD to a PC - Setting Up Wi-Fi - Using the Wishlist - Lending eBooks - Changing the Font Size - Using the Dictionary - Taking Notes - Downloading
Thousands of Free eBooks - Managing Applications - Managing Email - List of Nook-friendly websites that save you time typing in long URL addresses - Shortcuts and Tips Advanced Topics: - Taking a Screenshot - Switching Between Applications - Playing Music - Viewing and
Editing Photos - Buying eBooks through the Barnes and Noble Store - Subscribing to Magazines and Newspapers - Cancelling Subscriptions - Book Browsing Tips - Sending an Email - Using the Web Browser - Adding Bookmarks and Notes - Viewing Periodicals Troubleshooting - Contacting the Nook HD Support Team
In the twelfth Longmire novel, Walt, Henry, and Vic discover much more than they bargained for when they are called in to investigate a hit-and-run accident involving a young motorcyclist near Devils Tower—from the New York Times bestselling author of Land of Wolves In the
midst of the largest motorcycle rally in the world, a young biker is run off the road and ends up in critical condition. When Sheriff Walt Longmire and his good friend Henry Standing Bear are called to Hulett, Wyoming—the nearest town to America's first national monument, Devils
Tower—to investigate, things start getting complicated. As competing biker gangs; the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms; a military-grade vehicle donated to the tiny local police force by a wealthy entrepreneur; and Lola, the real-life femme fatale and namesake for
Henry's '59 Thunderbird (and, by extension, Walt's granddaughter) come into play, it rapidly becomes clear that there is more to get to the bottom of at this year's Sturgis Motorcycle Rally than a bike accident. After all, in the words of Arthur Conan Doyle, whose Adventures of
Sherlock Holmes the Bear won't stop quoting, "There is nothing more deceptive than an obvious fact."
Accounting Quickstart Guide
NOOK HD: The Missing Manual
SQL QuickStart Guide
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